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Reviewer's report:

Dear authors. You state that it would only be the last 15 years that EMS would have been something else than transport. In my country and in very many others it has been something else already the last 30 years, so please change that. Or tell the reader that this is what it has been in your country for longer than in others. I would like you to write more about the review process, you write that you used Pattersons criteria but in fact you modified that criteria. This should be made clear to the reader. What is helicopter-based care? We have HEMS but the care is always given by a physician and it is the same if that person arrives in a car or by a helicopter. If you mean something else it needs an explanation. You use very many different words for the same thing: prehospital emergency care nurse. Please stick to this one word. What is a mixed EMS organization? You state that structured audit would not be conducted, don't generalize this since in my system we do it very systematically. So rewrite that sentence in the Discussion.
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